
Kwik Kopy Ballarat  
Customer Testimonials

What our customers are saying about us...



Introduction

At Kwik Kopy, our clients inspire us everyday to go above and beyond to find 
solutions that help them succeed in their business. From reliable business printing, 
poster and banner printing, creative graphic design or innovative online solutions, 
we can help you achieve your current and future business goals.

We regularly seek feedback from our customers and love to hear how we helped, 
and even where we could improve. These are some of the comments and reviews we 
received from customers over the last few years.

We have a long and thorough background in meeting the needs of Small to Medium 
businesses. For more information about our products or services and how we can 
help, talk to us today.
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The service was fantastic,met all deadlines even though they were very tight. They were very 
patient with my requests to change art work, really happy with finished products.

 Kazz  - Proprietor

12/02/2020Brilliant at meeting tight schedules .

Every time I contact Kwik Kopy Ballarat they are happy to help out and products are always ready 
on time if not before.  They have constant contact while preparing and send through proofs to be 
approved.

 AlisonH  - Administration

21/01/2020Always happy to help

I only use Kwik Kopy for my stationery & printing supplies. The staff are friendly & knowledgeable 
& my order is always of excellent quality

 Sheree  - Owner / Interior Designer

8/10/2019Excellent efficient service & quality products

I had a job with Kwik Kopy recently - the office was very helpful - great service, very quick 
turnaround time - will definitely and highly recommend

 WesternIns  - Director

8/10/2019Great service

I made one phone call to Kwik copy, they new exactly what I was after and delivered the goods 
very quickly.

 Helly  - Admin Officer

8/10/2019Great Service & Products

Kwik Kopy Ballarat
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fast turn around time from order to delivery, great quality products - would highly recommend 
Wayne and the team at Kwik Kopy Ballarat!

 SanneStella  - Territory Manager

10/09/2019Great Supplier!

I needed posters and programs printed in a tight timeframe. Kwik Kopy was able to provide 
a quote quickly and printed our glossy programs and posters in a very short time frame. We 
appreciate their efforts to get us out of a pickle!

 Kwik Kopy Auburn customer  - Administrator

10/09/2019Kwik Turn Around

Kwik Kopy once again delivered a fantastic product, at a very reasonable price.

 Allie1  - Administrator

14/08/2019Fantastic Services and price

awesome service ALL THE TIME - EVERYTIMEDon’t go anywhere else

 Felicityrobertson  - Accounts

15/08/2019awesome service

I’ve been using Kwik Kopy in Ballarat for the last few months and their service, quality and prices 
are second to none. The team are fast and friendly; always double checking before going ahead 
with a print run.I cannot recommend them enough and will be using them for a long time to 
come.

 Nettie  - Graphic Designer

14/08/2019Amazing Quality and Customer Service
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Have been ordering from kwik ballarat for many many years and always found Wayne pleasant to 
deal with, and had great service

 Rusty  - Owner

12/06/2019Kwik is their business quick is their service

I used Kwik Kopy recently to print a newsletter. It was collated & designed beautifully in a short 
turn around time.Could not recommend highly enough

 Kwik Kopy Auburn customer  

12/06/2019Fabulous service!

We buy all our decals from Kwikkopy and have never had any issues, will definitely continue to 
use them.

 Ballarat Security  - Security Installations

18/05/2019Great products and service

Didn’t have any problems at all, they were very prompt and helpful.

 Targe58  

14/05/2019No problems with the Service and follow up

We order through Kwik Kopy frequently and it is always super easy to do so. The staff are helpful 
and thorough, emails are attended to promptly and any add-on’s or changes to the order are 
always taken in their stride. Delivery is always fast and a convenient way t get our office supplies.

 Leash  - Optical Dispenser

14/05/2019Wonderful, timely service
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Excellent service in terms of friendliness, efficiency, design changes and product. Thank you to 
Wayne and Tegan!

 St Alipius Parish  

14/05/2019Excellent service

Wayne and Tegan provide fantastic service always getting our jobs done super fast and great 
quality. They are happy to help us out especially with last minute requests

 Jared  - Retail Manager

14/05/2019Graet service and print times

Knowledgeable and friendly staff. Excellent pricing and easy parking

 Maurice  - Music Teacher

10/04/2019
Been dealing with KK for years. Very happy 
with se

I used Kwik Kopy Ballarat to produce my business cards. They were fast to respond, the standard 
of design and print was top and the pricing was good.

 Colinboy 1412  - Sales

10/04/2019Quick and high standards

I emailed Kwik Kopy for a quote on some Purchase Order books that we required.  
My query was promptly responded to, and a very competitive quote with options 
was supplied.  Very impressive work.

 Lottymc  - Administration Officer

13/05/2019
Excellent Customer Service and Pric-
ing“ ”
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All the team are happy to assist with any of our printing tasks with a professional outcome

 Shazza  - Senior Administration

10/04/2019Prompt Service and Friendly Team

We had some business stickers printed by online companies and were not happy with the quality. 
I sent my design to Kwik copy and got a fast response and service and a high quality product

 Cassie  - Office Manager

15/03/2019high quality products

I have had two orders completed by Kwik Kopy where i was able to just send them a mock up of 
what I wanted and they delivered exactly what I wanted, quickly and at a good price

 Evma  - Office Administrator

13/03/2019Execellent Service

We use Kwik kopy for all of our print work needs and they never let us down.

 BurleyGriffin  - Director

11/02/2019SPEEDIE SERVICE & QUALITY PRINTING

Kwikcopy were great to work with, delivered on time and responded promptly to a small issue we 
had.

 RustyGate  - Director

17/01/2019No hassle printing
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The Ballarat team have been brilliant, working closely with me to bring my new brand to life. 
They have responded to some short deadlines and print challenges with aplomb!! Its like having a 
great team around me even though I am a sole trader.

 GlennC  - Managing Director

11/12/2018Nothing is too much trouble!

I have been working with Kwik Kopy since before i started my own company over 5 years ago. 
Wayne and the team have been amazing ever since the first contact and still to this day i can 
100% rely and depend on them to help me and achieve any job i need. I recommend kwik kopy 
all the time and will continue to work with them for many years to come. Thanks so much for 
operating such an awesome business here in ballarat.

 D2egym  - Director

11/12/2018THE BEST IN THE BUSINESS

High quality printing and colour. Excellent work and service.

 Harold  - Owner

11/12/2018Review

The staff were friendly and very patient with my requests.The finished product was of high 
quality.

 Jen18  - Massage Therapist

9/10/2018Attentive personalised service.

I use KK for business cards and suchlike. Kwik Kopy Ballarat always deliver ontime, they contact 
me in the agreed time with proofs of my prints and are generally pleasant to deal with

 Colinboy 1412  - Sales Manager

9/10/2018Excellent quality
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I had some field books reprinted by the company, quoted, printed and delivered on time and cost. 
Very efficient and great customer service

 RalphB  - Forester And Contracts Advisor

9/10/2018Great service, fast and efficent and on time

I had some business cards developed as a gift.  Kwik Kopy were very helpful with design and 
layout.  We had some missed communications and delays re quote for the job, and unfortunately 
the special effects printer (not Kwik Kopy!) did an inconsistent job, however follow-up by Wayne 
was very good, and the end result cards ‘wowed’ their recipient, which was wonderful!

 JInBallarat  

14/08/2018A few concerns but final outcome good

High quality and fast turnaround as promised. Well done.

 Lucas Kussowski  - Marketing Coordinator

13/08/2018Tear Drops Just Tops

I visited Kwik Kopy to have tickets printed.Their advice and help was amazing.

 Clyney  - Receptionist

14/08/2018.Professional Service

Wayne was professional and courteous in assisting me to claim my prize.  He showed much 
consideration in reminding me to claim by giving me several reminders as the deadline 
approached.  We appreciate it and have found all our dealings spot on!

 PeterJ  - Director

14/08/2018Banner and Flag
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We often have to meet tight deadlines and Kwik Kopy never fails to deliver. Whether it be 
promotional brochures or personalised mail-outs, Kwik Kopy Ballarat is always efficient and 
willing to help which makes our life easier. Thank-you!

 EmmaJ  - Program + Communications Admin

17/07/2018Great service and fast turnaround

Voice FM recently had a banner made, and staff was more than helpful to out it together as well 
as we had flyers and documents printed. Tickled pink to find the documents were neatly stapled 
as well.

 Yvon  - Ethnic Coordinator & Board Member

10/07/2018Great service

Kwik Kopy were able to quickly get my brochures turned around and able to design for me as 
well.

 Tom Ballarat  - Operations Manager

9/07/2018Great service, Quick turn around

Kwik Kopy Ballarat are always refreshingly friendly, they know my business which makes it easy 
to work with them and they are interested in what’s been happening - they are my colleagues in 
business.

 Dearly  - Director

9/07/2018Always friendly to work with.

I have been using KK for a number of years and find them very 
good and never look anywhere else.

 Family  - Club Honorary Secretary

9/07/2018
Excellent service from Manage-
ment & Staff“ ”
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I required flyers to be printed within a short timeframe & KWIK KOPY Ballarat are only too happy 
to meet our request as quick as possible, nothing is too much trouble when I have required their 
services

 Jodie  - Assistant Manager

29/03/2018Prompt & efficient service

Quick & efficient not matter how late notice. Product is always good quality

 Amy1  - Client Service Manager

28/03/2018Monthly flyers

I used KK many times this year. I just email them what I want done. They reply, confirm do it the 
let me know when ready to collect. I can always get a park out front to collect.

 Cindie79  - Sales Rep

28/03/2018Fast service, Good quality

Kwik Kopy our go to place for all our printing needs prompt, professional and great services

 RachP  - Owner

28/03/2018Always great service

Attended at office with stack of paper and usb stick to have an Annual Report for a convention 
that was to occur in less than a week, I was told that it would be ok and a phone call to pick it 
up was within that week

 Fingers  - Secretary

22/12/2017Great service
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I ordered and a mistake was made they were very accommodating in getting it rectified

 Aman  - Interior Designer

14/12/2017service was fantastic

Great quality & excellent customer service. Always very prompt with responses & product 
delivery.

 AmyBinks  - Client Service Manager

13/12/2017Flyers

We received excellent customer service particularly from Wayne.  When orders are small 
customer service is sometimes lacking not from Kwik Kopy.  Small orders can become big orders.

 Midge  

30/10/2017Excellent customer service

Always know exactly what we want & customer service has been great. Easy to deal with friendly 
and helpful staff.  Deliveries of our orders are always on time.

 Shirleen  - Office Assistant

25/08/2017
Always a pleasure to deal with, quick service 
too

Provided printed dash plaques and window stickers for our recent Hot Rod 
Run.Quality was excellent and both well received by entrants.  They are 
becoming collector items.

 Hot Rod Dave  - President

13/12/2017Met our needs on time and budget“ ”
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I needed help recreating business cards without the original design, KwikKopy were awesome, 
nothing was too difficult for them and the new cards were on my desk in a flash, and perfect, 
and now I have the artwork for future cards - couldn’t be happier!

 JK at Superior  - HR Manager

25/08/2017Super fast, helpful experts in their field

I had some large and unusual shaped posters printed recently and the I am very happy with the 
quality and speed in which these were printed. We have used Kwik Kopy for aome years now and 
will continue to do so as they always do a fantastic job

 Todd  - Managing Director

25/08/2017Good service and quality product

Kwik Kopy Ballarat have always been spot on when it comes to my orders.  “QUICK” to offer a 
good price on a similar stocked item when mine was out of stock. Very happy with service

 Rusty  - Owner

25/08/2017small labels

Business brochures printed by a quick email - easy!

 LindaNorton  - Owner

17/06/2017Fast and easy!

In addition to excellent execution of the print job, Kwikkopy Ballarat were able to offer 
professional and unbiased assistance with creative reviews which resulted in a better product.

 Steve  - Director

17/06/2017
Prompt response to urgent timing needs, kept 
promi
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Excellent customer service and outstanding quality work

 Mulcahy and Co  - Admin

8/06/2017Excellent Service

I visit an average of every 3 months for my cordial labels.

 Cordial  - Cordial Maker

7/06/2017Friendly and competent.

My Organisation has dealt with Kwik Kopy on a number of occasions. The ordering and quote 
system on line is excellent and the end product is of high quality and completed in quick turn 
around.

 Swans  - Club Administrator

7/06/2017Service and quality

Will always use and recommend this company. Thanks

 InfiniteMMA  - Manager

7/06/2017Great products always on time

We us Kwik Kops Ballarat for all our printing needs... Customer service is always A+++++ and the 
team are always exceeding our expectations and delivering on time or earlier!

 Esteele  - Marketing

7/06/2017Amazing service - always above and beyond!
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I emailed quick copy to get new business cards and received a proof from them and collected my 
cards within 72 hours

 Alyce  - Licenced Conveyancer

7/06/2017Great Service

Provide happy helpful efficient enjoyable service.

 Bean  

6/06/2017Good service

I regularly have race books printed with kwikkopy, the team are great to work with, can have a 
finished product within a week, great quality easy to work with, artists make adjustments until 
they’re perfect and great prices.

 Bree  - Board Member & Events Planner

6/06/2017Return Customer and happy again!

I have always been happy with KK Ballarat as I know so many others are!!

 Family  - Secretary

6/06/2017Excellent at everything they do All the time.

Our job was finished quickly and with minimal fuss, the quality of work was excellent

 Ben S  

23/04/2017Efficient, easy to deal with service
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I ordered some of my labels which you have on file, via email,  there was a new person there and 
they followed up my order with amazing attention to detail, and a friendly manner each time, so 
prompt!

 Nats  - Owner/Manager

22/04/2017Service and attention to detail fantastic!

Love my new business cards - my only marketing tool has been very well received & my business 
is flourishing as a result. Thank you!!

 Ms M Interior Design  - Interior Designer

21/04/2017quality product & professional service

Kwik Kopy were were able to meet all of our printing needs.

 StevenW  

21/04/2017Great Service.

Quick & efficient. We had an event coming up & we ran out of note pads. Although they couldn’t 
do the full bulk order. they were able to supply us with enough to get through the event

 AmyBinks  - Client Service Manager

21/04/2017Mulcahy & Co Note Pads

Example:  I visited Kwik Kopy months ago I’m so glad I did

 Tevita  - General Manager

31/03/2017Example: Great Service and Products
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We gave Kwikkopy little notice and the delivered beyond expectation

 Choodz  - Director

23/03/2017Good service and quick delivery

We have work done on a monthly basis and then major work done twice a year and the quality of 
their service and product remains excellent at all times.

 Family  - Club Honorary Secretary

22/03/2017
Excellent service by courteous management 
and staf

Great, helpful advice from a very experienced person who knew the product and local options 
available well.

 Kathyatballarat  - Director

22/02/2017advertising

Copy is always done in a professional efficient manner

 Nndc  - Secretary/Treasurer

21/02/2017Excellent service - as always

We visited Kwik Kopy to get some brochures made up. They were very quick 
to have a draft ready to go, and were able to get our brochures from design 
to delivery of product within a week.

 Tom Ballarat  - Business Development

23/02/2017
Excellent Design and turnaround 
speed“ ”
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We dont have any photo’s or videos as our dealings were by phone and email

 Sam camilleri  - Manager

18/01/2017great service

The guys at KwikKopy are fantastic and always willing to help even with the very tight deadlines 
I set for them. I know I can rely on them to get the job done and done well!!

 Wombat  - Office Manager

18/12/2016Absolutely fantastic team in Ballarat

I had an urgent print job; placed the order on a Wednesday and picked up Friday. Excellent 
response time.

 Ric Dexter  - Festival Director

18/12/2016Super quick service

Quick call, fast turnaround, great quality, fabulous staff who care.

 VoiceFM  - CEO

9/12/2016Great service and products

Visited Wayne at Kwik Kopy Ballarat, with very little notice, Kwik Kopy had come up with a great 
labelling options, with very little turnaround!!  Printing was good quality too!!

 Kara  - Marketing Manager & Finance

8/12/2016Easy to deal with, very obliging and helpful
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Kwik Kopy consistently offer exceptional service and speedy delivery.  The quality of their 
products is second to none, and we are lucky to have such a great business in Ballarat!

 FionaW  

8/12/2016Amazing service and speedy delivery!

Spoke to staff and very responsive. A quick email of history and job was ordered.

 Trevor  

8/12/2016Very quick service

My graphic designer created a great looking branded sticker for our corporate Christmas gifts and 
Kwik Kopy took care of the rest.

 Alex72  - Director

8/12/2016Great service

We regularly order logo envelopes through Kwik Kopy and have always received excellent, prompt 
& professional service from them. The product is always of a high standard too.

 BPGCarm  - Office Manager

20/11/2016Excellent service at all times

Always consistantly friendly and efficient service

 TimC  - Manager

8/11/2016Efficient service
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I have visited Kwik Kopy 3 times in the last 3 months and will keep returning to the Ballarat 
centre due to the great customer service and quick turn around. It has made things so much 
easier for my business!

 KateR  - Owner

8/11/2016Excellent service and quick turn around!

I have regularly contacted Kwik Kopy for our office stationary and have always found them fast 
and efficient and always meet any deadlines we have.

 Dooa  - Administration

30/10/2016Great Service

I use Kwik Kopy frequently for work and never have an issue. They are always happy to help and 
get the job done to a good standard and fast.

 RedLion  - Marketing Manager

18/10/2016Quick friendly service

Product was made quickly and to a high standard, at a competitive price.

 Tony23  - Purchasing

18/10/2016quick and efficient.

I contacted my local Kwik Kopy in Ballarat after receiving a disappointing batch of cards from 
another supplier. Wayne took the time to go through the colours I had chosen with my graphic 
designer and compare to the print quality. I was able to make an informed decision on the spot 
and I was delighted with the quality and value for money. i added a branded badge and it was no 
trouble. Excellent altogether!

 Melindatoye  - Migration Agent - Owner

18/10/2016Excellent, knowledgable and helpful
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We were really  happy with the quality of service. Kwik Kopy had no problems making any 
changes we needed and the turnaround was amazingly quick.

 Ksep  - Business Manager

18/10/2016
Great Customer service and super quick turn-
around

I recently visited Kwik Kopy to get some brochures printed for my business. It was only a small 
job, yet I was happily assisted by pleasant staff and prompt service. Thank you.

 Emma77  - Early Childhood Educator

3/10/2016No Job too small!

Wayne provides excellent customer service and quality and always delivers when we need it! So 
glad to have Kwik Kopy just down the road.

 Esteele  - Senior Marketing Assistant

29/09/2016
Always work to our tight deadlines, top qual-
ity!

Have been using Kwik Kopy for the past 3 years now .Use them for printing my marketing 
materials.Great discount and staff.

 Ngozi  - Practice Manager

27/09/2016Great service

I always purchase my business cards from kwik kopy Ballarat. The cards are always top quality, 
delivered quickly, and are great value.

 Vintage21  - Owner

22/09/2016Always great service at Kwik Kopy Ballarat.
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We are a small business owner and we utilise Kwik Kopy for most of our, local advertising needs. 
The service is friendly, the advice is appreciated and the work is top quality. Highly recommended 
for any print or advertising needs, with great value for money.

 Pinkys Pizza  - Owner Operator

22/09/2016Great service, advice and products.

THEY ARE EXTREMLY FAST, EFFICIENT AND VERY PROFESSIONAL.

 Carolyn  - Administrator

30/08/2016FAST AND EFFECIENT

The service from both Wayne & Simon has always been quick and professional, even though there 
was a slight mismeasurement with the signs fitting, Wayne replaced them just as quick as they 
were made, possibly even quicker.  Always a friendly team to work with.

 Sharon  - Senior Administrator

30/08/2016External Board Signs

Recently purchased a small business in Ballarat and have been using your local business. Wayne 
is amazing and has great personal service.

 Leah75  - Business Owner

27/08/2016Great service

We have purchased all our business printing needs from Kwik Kopy over the past 7 years and 
have found the service and quality well exceeds our expectations.  Highly recommend Kwik Kopy 
Ballarat

 Smart  - Business Manager

18/08/2016Excellent service from local business
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I was extremely happy with the service I received from Kwik Kopy. It was fast and very efficient. 
The products I have ordered have been to the highest quality and I couldn’t be happier. The prices 
have been very reasonable, I will be back for sure.

 Salsy  - Director

18/08/2016Excellent service, prompt and fast.

Always a quick turn around on products ordered. Great quality products & fantastic Staff

 Kwik Kopy Auburn customer  - Office Manager

18/08/2016Great Products & Staff

Kwik Kopy have been making stickers for us for quite a while now and have always been 
professional, on time and produce a good product.

 Lucky  - Project Manager

18/08/2016service and professionalism

We use kwik kopy for all our printing needs as they are very helpful and fast

 Jared  - Entrance Manager

18/08/2016Great service very helpful

I have recently had some A4 and A3 posters printed for different projects - Kwik Kopy Ballarat’s 
service was excellent, they called me with advice on poster fonts and they were right. Highly 
recommended

 Rose_of_australia  - Community Development Officer

18/08/2016Brilliant, timely service
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I contact via email and they are quick to respond and advice completion day and time

 Kwik Kopy Auburn customer  - Secretary/Treasurer

18/08/2016Execellent service

Kwik kopy helped me out at late notice. They went beyond my expectations to get the job done 
on time. They made sure everything was correct.

 Bronwo  

16/08/2016Great service

I recieved some flyers from Kwik Kopy last week. Staff were brilliant, listened to exactly what I 
needed and even specially delivered a box I forgot!!

 Naomi77  - Director

16/08/2016Fantastic service

Able to answer questions quickly and without hesitation

 Chefs special at Sebastia  - Owner

18/08/2016The team always looks after me

Use Kwik often due to the quick turnaround & communication.

 Andrew  - Consultant

16/08/2016Very prompt & quick service
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Have been using KK in Ballarat for years, have never had an issue, sharp operation, well done.

 Loston  - Owner

18/08/2016Very good at what you do

Great quality and customer service for our large format (poster) printing needs.

 Lucas Kussowski  - Marketing Coordinator

4/08/2016A Producer Proven Partner

Labels are always professionally finished and staff are fantastic.

 Astec  - Sales Manager

6/08/2016Great products and helpful staff

We always receive a prompt reply to confirm our orders and products delivered with a friendly 
smile :)

 Prue  - Receptionist

1/08/2016Excellent prompt service

proved quality product at very competitive pricing

 Rocket  - Purchasing Manager

1/08/2016always verry helpfull
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We get our business card and promotional materials printed with Kwik Kopy! I love that the team 
are always friendly and make my life easier!! I can shoot off an email and have everything I need 
asap because they have such a short turn around time! Makes running our business so much 
easier!! Don’t have to worry about a thing with these guys!

 Jess18  - Director

23/07/2016
Prompt and Professional, High Quality Ser-
vice!!

KK were amazing, not only did they keep me in the loop with printing, they took away all the 
hassle with labels for envelopes and printed the addresses directly.  Thank you!!!

 Claire  

21/07/2016Excellent Customer Service

Always happy with the staff service and advice given when needed.Prompt service and always 
fitting in with your timeline.

 Leonie W  - Finance Administrator

21/07/2016Knowledgable advice and service with a smile.

I have used KK for approx 2 years now, they are amazing, they supplied my business cards, my 
letter heads, and all “Kwik” as a flash.. Couldn’t recommend them any more they are brilliant.

 Tevita  - General Manager

21/07/2016Great Service Great Products

The team at kwikcopy provide excellent customer service. They are always fast in providing 
quotes and they turn printing jobs around quickly and to a high standard. They are happy to go 
the extra mile, whether it helping us meet a tight deadline or dropping off the order.

 Sarah  - Marketing Manager

11/03/2016Excellent customer service
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The team is very friendly and professional always accommodating our needs to make certain we 
achieve a great result. We love our banner, posters and business cards. They create these items 
to match our specifications and enhance our small business!! Nothing is too much trouble to the 
team at Kwik Ballarat.

 Raul  - Practitioner

24/02/2016Great products & Services at affordable prices

no photo available SorryI have no advice to offer regarding improvement to your services and I 
think they are very satisfactory

 John  - Hypnotherapist

19/02/2016Great service and products

I VISIT YOU GUYS REGULARLY AND ALWAYS HAVE EXCELLENT SERVICE FROM YOU. PLEASURE 
DOING BUSINESS HERE.

 Marksy  - Managing Director

15/02/2016FRIENDLY PERSONAL SERVICE

Team response to urgent and important requirements is exemplary. They certainly understand the 
“customer service” concept. At Kwikkopy Ballarat, it’s not just “have a nice day”.

 Steve  

15/02/2016Very helpfull and responsive crew.



Contact us today to find out how 
we can help you.

www.ballarat.kwikkopy.com.au


